SSP, one of PA’s oldest (1996) Paranormal Groups, presents its Annual

SPIRIT DAY - SAT MAY 12
West Shore Senior Center, 122 Geary Ave. New Cumberland

• Starts 1pm; (Doors open 12:30)

Join us for a day of presentations, booksignings, discussion and friendship - open to SSP Members and anyone
with an interest in the paranormal, UFOlogy or similar subjects. Donation $20 at the door, plus a covered
dish, snack or beverage item to share (the day concludes with our group dinner in the early evening). Advance sign-up requested (to coordinate food): Contact SSP Founder Kelly Weaver at weaviate@aol.com or
717 737 7623 (or sign up at the April 9 SSP Meeting) Appearing this year are:
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Featured Speaker: Rosemary Ellen Guiley “Ouija Gone Wild!” Long time friend of SSP and author of 50+
books on everything from Angels to Vampires, she is truly the “Queen of the Paranormal”. The Ouija board is
guaranteed to rivet attention and polarize opinions. Is it good, evil or neutral as a spirit communication device?
Rick Fisher will join Rosemary to discuss some of the more bizarre cases from the Ouija’s checkered 100-yearplus history, including ghastly murders, people driven insane, and demonic communicators, one of which made
the planchette crawl up a woman’s leg! Rick and Rosemary are the co-authors of Ouija Gone Wild!, an examination of what makes the Ouija board so troublesome. Rick Fisher is the founder of the Paranormal Society of PA
and Curator/Founder of the National Museum of Mysteries and Research Center in Columbia, PA.
Rene Kruse has been investigating hauntings and haunted sites since 1976. She holds a PhD from Texas A&M
in Industrial Technology - which she utilizes in her investigations. A professor at California Univ. of PA, Rene
has been teaching applied engineering for 23 years. In a follow up to her 2011 Spirit Day Presentation, Rene
will focus on “Different Disasters”, and share new stories from her research about some of America’s worst
and most deadly disasters and the hauntings that followed. These stories are selected from the forthcoming A
Pale Horse Was Death that Rene co-authored with prolific paranormal author and expert Troy Taylor
Kelly L Weaver SSP Founder and a popular Pyschic-Medium, Kelly has studied dreams since she was a child.
“Your Dreaming Mind” will discuss how dreams played a role in politics, art, religion and psychology from
ancient civilizations to the present. Do dreams change as we age? What do recurrent dreams mean? What’s in
a dream and what does it mean? Do you dream in black and white or color; Does it make a difference? Should
you use dream dictionaries? We will also delve into the “Twilight Zone of Dreams” such as paranormal themes,
etc. You will be taught how health remedies come to you when you sleep. Do you have validating or message
dreams? After this talk you will know a lot more about yourself simply by listening to your dreams. Kelly will
show you a fun way to keep a dream journal so you can track your nightly voyages into YOUR Dreaming Mind.

• For more on SSP, please visit www.spiritsocietyofpa.com

